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Editor’s Corner
By Elaine van Beek, Editor-in-Chief

It is January 2020 and I suspect like a tired Santa Claus
some of you are sitting in the recliner breathing a sigh
of relief that the holiday season is over and wondering
how another year flew by so quickly. January and
the New Year typically bring a time of hope and
resolutions of change. As a supporter of Foster Army
Animal Rescue (FAAR) and volunteering in general, I
urge you to consider adding volunteering to your list of
resolutions. The commitment does not have to be huge
to be life-changing and rewarding.
FAAR offers opportunities in so many different areas
including working at the thrift store, becoming a
greetings ambassador (see page 4), working at adoption
events and, of course, the true angels: fostering!
Fostering is the core of what FAAR does. Our animals
live in foster homes while healing from injuries and
waiting for their forever homes. All expenses for
animal care are covered by the organization but the
experience is priceless.
This issue is proud to feature a unique star. She is a
14-month-old female Boxer mix named Ruby. She
came to FAAR missing a tail and her two back feet.
It is suspected that this was not a birth defect. Her
fosters, Jessica Kehau and Christopher Green (aka
CJ), are amazing in their care for her and have made
her an Instagram star! Enjoy her story with special
recognition to the companies that have stepped up in
support of Ruby.
We want to start the year off with recognizing in
each issue memorial donations to FAAR. We want to
thank those donors in addition to the local businesses
who support FAAR with fundraising activities and
the willingness to display The Wet Nose News and
donation boxes.

Our presence in the community is important. Each
exposure could lead to one more animal saved; one
more volunteer and that person just might be the next
Volunteer of the Year like Christina DeHaro-Miles.
You will read all about her in “The Golden Paw Goes
to….”
Thank you for a wonderful 2019. Because of you we
have saved 105 lives and counting at time of printing.
We look forward to saving more lives one set of paws
at a time for the year 2020. Please keep loving those
animals.

Editor-in-Chief

On the Cover
RUBY
Estimated DOB: 11/2018
Female Boxer Mix
Gorgeous little Ruby has a cuddly,
sweet personality with a sassy, confident
side! She is playful and active, and will
probably grow up to be an “alpha.” No
matter how big she gets, she will always
be a lap dog. Read Ruby’s entire story in
our feature article on page 8.
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FOSTER ARMY ANIMAL RESCUE
THRIFT STORE REPORT
By Leslie Holzrichter, Thrift Store Manager
There are many aspects of running a thrift store. It includes
receiving donations, sorting, pricing and displaying donations,
and selling donations. That sounds pretty simple, but actually it
takes a lot of hard work. Without our wonderful volunteers, we
would not be able to do what we do.
But there is even more involved with running a pet rescue and
thrift store. Not only are we taking the most vulnerable pets
from our local municipal shelter operated by the Riverside
County Department of Animal Services and keeping these pets
in safe foster homes until they are adopted, but we also provide
another service to the community.

• Amazon will donate 0.5% of the price of all of your eligible
AmazonSmile purchases to Foster Army Animal Rescue
whenever you shop in AmazonSmile.
• AmazonSmile is the same Amazon you know. Same
products, same prices and same service.

There are many aspects associated with caring for the pets
of Riverside. That is where our “Greetings Ambassadors”
come in. These caring volunteers answer questions and
provide referrals to members of the public struggling with
re-homing their pets or understanding the right steps to
take when finding a stray dog or cat. We have information
that can assist people with low-cost spaying and neutering
and information on other regional animal rescues and the
locations of municipal shelters within the Inland Empire.

• Support Foster Army Animal Rescue by linking your
Amazon accounts and start your shopping at
Smile.Amazon.com each and every time.

We receive many calls a day for requests of help. If you
would like to help all pets in your community, please join
our Greetings Ambassador program! Volunteers are trained
and provided with all the information needed to assist our
residents who are struggling to help pets.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
AMAZON AND AMAZONSMILE?

Don’t forget to shop at Foster Army Animal Rescue Thrift
Store for upcoming holidays and observances! We will
have décor and gifts for Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day
and Easter. You also will continue to find items that fit your
everyday needs: shoes, clothes, crafts, toys, books, kitchen
and home items, and much more!
Please remember: the special part of shopping at our Thrift
Store is that you will be giving and receiving…something
for you and something for a pet in need.
Please be sure to make the Foster Army Animal Rescue
Thrift Store a part of your shopping (and donating) routine!
Your support really does save lives!
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

Amazon will donate 0.5% of all purchases from everyone who
shops online on Amazon.com AND who has signed up for an
AmazonSmile account AND designated Foster Army Animal
Rescue as their preferred charity. Foster Army Animal Rescue
will receive the generated donation automatically. It is that easy!

Absolutely nothing! Same products. Same prices. Same service.

WHERE DO I GO TO SIGN UP?

Anyone can create an AmazonSmile account online at
amazon.com. Even if you already have an amazon.com
account, simply go online to smile.amazon.com to select Foster
Army Animal Rescue as your charity of choice and every future
purchase will generate donations for Foster Army Animal Rescue.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Visit smile.amazon.com and login to your Amazon
account.
2. Type in Foster Army Animal Rescue in the box that says
“Or pick your own charitable organization.” and hit the
“SEARCH” button to the right.
3. On the next screen be sure to check the “SELECT” box
for Foster Army Animal Rescue.
4. Confirm now at the above title bar that you are now
“Supporting: Foster Army Animal Rescue.”
5. Save the link to your favorites so that each time you
shop you are shopping with Amazon Smile and are
automatically donating to Foster Army Animal Rescue
through AmazonSmile.
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Our thrift store proceeds go directly to the animals and our life-saving mission.
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THE GOLDEN PAW GOES TO….
by Elaine van Beek, Writer & Editor-in-Chief
The photo of four-year-old Christina DeHaro-Miles holding her
kitty, Sammy-O, with the caption “I WAS BORN TO RESCUE”
practically says it all about the very deserving and first Volunteer
of the Year for Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR). On behalf
of FAAR, it is my absolute thrill and pleasure to tell you about this
special and honorable recipient of Volunteer of the Year 2019!

friends who do not typically volunteer support her in her passion by
attending events, donating and being a positive influence.
She and husband, Haven, currently have 10 dogs and 10 cats and are
kennel-licensed with the city of Riverside. They do not have any
children at home that are not of the furry, four-legged persuasion.

An early memory for DeHaro-Miles is her aunt bringing home
kittens in need of bottle feeding. It was that family compassion that
planted the seed for the lifetime of service that DeHaro-Miles has
given to both people and animals.

“Volunteering makes me feel good. The other reason, and probably
the most important, is that I want to be a part of the change. I want
to be a part of the solution. I don’t want to sit back and TALK about
how bad things are – I want to do something about it. Change takes
time and patience.”

A native of Riverside, DeHaro-Miles can be considered a
“quadruple threat” with regards to volunteering at FAAR. She
began originally as a customer at FAAR’s original Pet Rescue Thrift
Store in Riverside where she was introduced to Twelve Camacho,
Kimberlee Powell and Leslie Holzrichter. She liked the energy
and opportunity provided by the new organization and fostered for
the first time in April 2016. It was a litter of four kittens with no
mommy. The group was named the Thunder cats. Jaga of that litter
was her first foster failure, a diva kitty that she still has today.

– Christina DeHaro-Miles

Suffering from PTSD, she was fortunate enough to be able to train
her service dog, Ink, herself. Ink was the runt of a litter of 12
puppies left in a box in a field by the Riverside County Department
of Animal Services shelter in Riverside. The litter was covered
with fleas and some required bottle feeding. Being the runt, Ink
was weak and fought for his life. Because of DeHaro-Miles, he was
given a new chance at life and gives that back to her daily as her
support dog.

In addition to fostering, DeHaro-Miles has served as a volunteer at
the thrift store and greetings ambassador, and is very active
in events, working closely with Powell.
While she loves fostering, she confirmed
that events are what she enjoys most.

DeHaro-Miles thinks that the best volunteers are simply
anyone with a willingness to help. Immersing oneself in
volunteering and an organization of your passion, your circle
of friends will grow as you discover those that are likeminded and feel the same passion. Not only is DeHaroMiles the first official Volunteer of the Year for Foster
Army Animal Rescue, but she is more than worthy of The
Golden Paw and the unmeasurable gratitude from our
organization.

She states, “I just love having fun, throwing
parties, getting dressed up and getting
people involved. In the end, no matter what
I do, it’s for the animals.”
With so many opportunities for volunteering,
why is FAAR so blessed with the time and
talents of DeHaroMiles? She states that
volunteering makes her
feel good and animals are
her passion. She said that
she still walks for breast
cancer, donates to the
homeless and attempts to
always pay it forward, but
animals “always get the
best of me.” Even close
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MY FURRY VALENTINE
Ah, Valentine’s Day! The time to let all those near and dear
to your heart know how much you care with the traditional
giving of cards! And what’s more special than getting an
actual handmade Valentine? This project not only shows
you how to make a unique Valentine card, but how to make
it in the shape of your favorite pet! Whether you are giving
to a cat person or a dog person, you’re covered. And is it a
coincidence that you can make a cat or dog completely from
hearts? I think not!!

FUNDRAISING
BY FRIENDS OF
FOSTER ARMY!
Sarra’s Mobile Pet Salon
All Sarra McFarland of Sarra’s Mobile Pet Salon wanted
for her birthday this year was to help the animals. Her
birthday celebration of donors generated over $900 to
FAAR. A big tail-wagging thank you to McFarland and
her contributors.
Philipp McCollister

Debbie Ortiz

Theresa McFarland

Monica Posen

Michelle Morgan

Allison Vecchione

Elaine Miller
Pam Nusser

Larry Posen
Gail Zwart

These cards are easy to make and are a great craft for kids
to make and distribute to their friends. Supplies needed are
simple: cardstock paper, scissors, glue, marker and optional
embellishments such as googly eyes, ribbon, etc. As
mentioned, they are made from differently sized hearts so
you can use heart templates or die-cut hearts obtained from
your favorite craft store. Or, if you are particularly crafty,
you can draw your own.
Get creative and use specialty papers or you could even
make them from foam. Attach a magnet to the back and you
have a cute refrigerator magnet.
For complete instructions for the dog Valentine visit
www.easypeasyandfun.com/heart-dog-craft/. I found
the kitty card on Pinterest and copied it using the same
technique as for the dog card. I just modified the ears using
full hearts, raised the heart nose and added whiskers.
Incidentally, did you
know that our Thrift
Store has an arts-andcrafts section? Check
it out the next time
you visit. We have
fabric, sewing notions,
patterns, stamps,
ribbon and many more
items. You never
know what cool things
you’ll find and all at
unbelievably low prices!

Plants for Pets Sale
Husband and wife team Paul and Kris Moromisato
generously held their fifth Plants for Pets Sale benefiting
FAAR. The Moromisatos turned their green thumb talents
into a “green” donation of $1320. Thank you to Paul and
Kris for your contribution and support.

Kris (left) presenting their donation to Thrift Store
Manager, Leslie Holzrichter.
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THE STORY OF RUBY,

THE BI-PAWED WONDER POOCH
By Jean Clement, Writer & Copy Editor
In January 2019 a mom
dog and her Boxer-mix
puppies found themselves
at the Riverside County
Dept. of Animal Service’s
shelter in Riverside, CA.
All puppies seemed fine,
except one. This particular
puppy was missing her tail.
And both back feet. That’s
when Foster Army Animal
Rescue (FAAR) stepped
in, doing what FAAR was
established to do: save the
lives of less-fortunate pets.
Once safely in FAAR’s
care, it became apparent
that whatever horrible trauma this poor little girl had
suffered in her first weeks of life, it hadn’t affected her spirit.
She was as happy and playful as any puppy could be.
By May, two FAAR volunteers, Jessica Kehau and
Christopher Green, had committed to providing Ruby with
a foster home and all the love and care she would need
until she found her forever home. Fortunately for Ruby,
Kehau has a job which allows her to work from home. And
Green is studying to be a veterinary technician. These
two dedicated animal caregivers have gone the distance
for her….socialization, training, recovery from surgery,
learning to maneuver
with wheelchairs and,
more recently, a custom
prosthetic.
Over the summer, Ruby
started suffering pain,
bleeding and infection on
one of her nubs because
her activity was causing
the bone to break through
the skin. Surgery in early
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September corrected this by adding tissue to the area as
padding. To help pay for the surgery, FAAR started a
gofundme page, raising $1790*.
As she’s grown, Ruby has had a series of wheelchairs to
help her maneuver. Kehau said indoors Ruby gets around
without a wheelchair, but outdoors one is necessary so she
doesn’t injure her nubs and so she can run and play like any
dog. Her most recent wheelchair, which is rugged and can
be adjusted as she grows, was provided at no cost to FAAR
by Mango’s Freedom Wheels in Las Cruces, NM.

When Kehau took it upon herself to find a set of wheels for Ruby, she
contacted Joey’s P.A.W. in Butler, PA, which provides funds for dogs
needing wheelchairs or prosthetics. The organization wanted to help Ruby,
but thought she was a candidate for a prosthetic which would allow her
to get around on three legs when not using a wheelchair. Joey’s P.A.W.
provided the funds for a prosthetic to be custom-made by Bionic Pets in
Sterling, VA.
Kehau said Ruby at first hated the prosthetic, but she and Green stuck with
it, putting it on her for 30 minutes a day for a month. Gradually, Ruby
became more used to it, especially after a special sock was added to keep
the appliance from slipping off.
Ruby may be handicapped but she’s not missing out on life as a dog. She
not only plays with Kehau and Green’s dogs, but they take her to dog
parks, on hikes, and to the beach. She goes swimming, too, and Baddogs
Inc in Corona, CA, is providing free weekly obedience training.
Back in August, Kehau thought it would be fun to create an Instagram
page journaling the life of Ruby (@ruby_the_bipawd). To Kehau’s
surprise, Ruby quickly became a social media darling with more than 2000
followers. Her followers have been so enamored by her story that FAAR
has received $1800 in unsolicited donations from throughout the United
States and from Canada.

Thank You

for the incredible generosity
of Joey’s P.A.W. and
Mango’s Freedom Wheels
in conjunction with the
liberating technology of
Bionic Pets to give animals,
such as Ruby, the best
possible life.

Since FAAR has spent more than $4000 for Ruby’s medical needs alone,
the donations in her honor are greatly appreciated.
Ruby must know she has a second chance at life since she’s making the
most of it. It’s full speed ahead for her. No looking back. Except to be
sure everyone’s following her.
* All figures stated in this article are as of mid-November 2019.

Help Ruby

To donate towards Ruby’s care or
to become her sponsor, please go to
www.fosterarmy.org.
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BRAGGING
BITES
By Elaine van Beek,
Writer & Editor-in-Chief

One of my favorite curiosities is in the meaning of a name. Sister and brother felines,
Zona, a marble tabby, and Sampson, a black cat with one white whisker, were named
by Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR). Upon adoption by Joe and Teri Weiler, they
were given new, and coincidentally even more appropriate, names of Eevee, meaning
“Life,” and Salem, meaning “Peace.” I say this because Zona (Eevee) and Sampson
(Salem) had the odds stacked against them at the beginning of their life when they
tested positive for the feline leukemia virus (FeLV).
What once was considered to be a death sentence with that diagnosis proved,
thankfully, not to be for these siblings. It is assumed that the illness came from their
mother. FeLV is commonly transferred from saliva and nasal secretions in grooming.
Additional ways of transference can be bites, shared food bowls, and from mother to
kittens in utero and through infected milk.
But after two months of the sister and brother duo taking a strong regimen of immune
system support supplements they no longer were FeLV positive, and tested negative.
Between the strength of their immune systems and the supplements, they were able to
ward off the disease. Therefore, the meanings of their names of “Life” and “Peace”
are even more appropriate.
The Weilers have a daughter at home but their son recently moved out. They are not
ever going to suffer from the infamous “empty nest syndrome” due to the menagerie
of animals they have at home. Before adding Eevee and Salem to the Weiler family,
they already had two dogs, eight chickens, a pet rat, a leopard gecko and one possum
named Ziggy!
Joe, who was thought to be allergic to cats, wanted an “outside” cat to control the
rodents that were not pets. But Teri knows that cats and dogs are family and cannot be
outside. To be safe and properly loved, pets must be indoor animals.
Teri has the right attitude when she stated, “Our animals are to live their full life with us.”
Since adopting Eevee and Salem, Joe’s allergies appear to be better. They surmise it
could be to Joe having built up a tolerance. In addition, he has come to realize that
cats are “loving, nice and relaxing. Plus, they are easy to take care of.”

Teri stated that if you think you are just a “dog
person,” you “owe it to yourself to give cats a try.”
The hierarchy in the house was quickly established. Even though their two dogs are
a Pit Bull and Pit Bull mix weighing 40-60 pounds, they want to play with Eevee and
Salem. They do respect the cats when the sister and brother draw the hard line to
say “no” as they make it clear that it is not playtime as only a cat can do. Eevee has
established herself as the boss with the dogs. Salem, not so much.
Thanks to fosters, volunteers, donors and all the supporters of Foster Army Animal
Rescue, Eevee and Salem were able to be fostered and brought to good health, beating
a stereotypical death sentence of FeLV. Eevee and Salem have now completed the
Weiler family.

“FeLV-positive cats can live perfectly happy lives. People who have FeLV-positive cats should be
aware that they should be taken to a veterinarian as soon as a problem is noticed due to possible
respiratory issues. Adopting and caring for FeLV-positive cats never stops it from being an equally
deeply rewarding experience.”
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Taken from “Feline Leukemia (FeLV) FAQs” on the Best Friends Animal Society website (bestfriends.org).

MEET NATHAN HANLON,
NEW FAAR BOARD MEMBER
By Karen Bradford, Writer
lovers whose hearts are won by some of their fosters.
Nathan is inspired by a charming three-legged Malamute,
Mikko: one of those fosters and the official FAAR “paw
ambassador.” He is one of the reasons why Nathan wanted
to be on the board.
“When I take him anywhere, people flock to him. They
ignore our other dogs because they want to know more
about Mikko!”
Nathan uses the opportunities to talk about FAAR’s mission,
sharing that Mikko would have been euthanized, solely
because his disability decreased his desirability as a pet,
if he hadn’t been rescued by Pet Care Manager Kimberlee
Powell. Mikko’s narrow escape to life motivates Nathan’s
support for Riverside to be a “no-kill” city.
Nathan Hanlon has a lot of “positive” in his life: from the
role models around him to giving back to the community
where he was born, raised, works and – so very importantly
– serves.
This Riverside native described how his wife, Zoë, first
influenced him some five years ago to become involved
with Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR) by her passionate
caring for and fostering of animals; they have been foster
parents to a number of them. He admires FAAR supporters
for their commitment to continually trying to find homes for
animals: “They don’t ever give up.”
Nathan and Zoë have four cats and four dogs “right now,”
he said, with a kindly tone that reveals them as animal

Nathan, who is a Realtor, puts his checkbook, as well,
behind the passion that he and Zoë share. With each close
of escrow on his transactions, he donates a portion of his
earnings to FAAR, to continue enriching the quality of life
for animals in Riverside.
Welcome, and thank
you, Nathan Hanlon!
P.S. Nathan’s personal
observation: “If you
think money can’t buy
friends, adopt a FAAR
animal!”

HAPPY TAILS and FUREVER FAMILY!!!
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BENNINGTON

ESTIMATED DOB: 7/2014
Male DHS

Bennington is a cuddlebug and casanova, with a heartstealing personality. He enjoys going for walks on his
leash, head-bopping and sleeping in pajamas. He has no
tail but makes up for it with his huge heart. Due to a past
injury, he does not have 100% control over his bladder
and bowels, and leaks a bit. He is a good candidate for
diapers! He is looking for a VERY SPECIAL family that
will see that his life matters!

SHASTA

ESTIMATED DOB: 11/2018
MALE SIBERIAN HUSKY

Shasta is very playful, loving, and VERY active. He
is looking for a family that will work on his doggy
manners, take him hiking and camping, and let him curl
up on their lap (if he can fit!). He is in foster with playful
dogs, and is looking for a family with northern breed
knowledge.

BOOMER

ESTIMATED DOB: 4/2016
MALE NEBELUNG MIX

No tail -- no worries! Boomer is a cuddly, confident
kitty with the most amazing personality. He will knead
with his big, hairy feet, and flop around your lap like a
ragdoll. He loves attention and playing with other nice
kitties.

MOPSY

ESTIMATED DOB: 4/2018
FEMALE ENGLISH SPOT MIX

Mopsy is a fun-loving, sassy little girl, a bit of a
princess, and always gets what she wants…and she
wants a Forever Home! She is vey playful and loves
treats. If you’re eating a salad, watch out…she’ll snatch
some right out of your bowl!

ROWAN

ESTIMATED DOB: 11/2016
MALE DSH

This regal kitty has a huge personality! He is dominant,
outgoing, and friendly. He loves walking on his leash
and harness, playing with wand toys, and getting
petted... until he gets tired of being petted.

RAMSES

ESTIMATED DOB: 9/2013
MALE CHIHUAHUA
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Look at the big smile on our toothless wonder! Ramses
is a petite dog who loves to snuggle up next to you on
the couch…or even in bed, if you will have him! He is
shy at first but becomes very attached once he knows
you. He would prefer a calm, adult household, and
enjoys the company of nice dogs and cats.

FOSTER
ARMY ANIMAL
RESCUE
PET
SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAM

SAVES
A LIFE
Your participation in the Foster
Army Animal Rescue (FAAR)
Pet Sponsorship Program
will help give the pets shown
here and many others rescued
from potential euthanasia a
fresh start for a happy, healthy
life. Tax-deductible monthly
donations start at the Private
First Class level of $15 per
month.
You are welcome to select the
pet you will sponsor. Your
donations will be applied
to the medical care and
welfare of your pet. You will
also receive updates on the
progress of your sponsored
pet. Sponsorships are open
to individuals, families,
businesses and groups.
To meet pets available for
sponsorship and learn how
you can help, please attend
an adoption event, visit
www.fosterarmy.org and
click on “Sponsor a Pet,”
contact Elaine van Beek at
marketing@fosterarmy.org
or leave a message at
(951) 222-2104.

Save a Life
Make a Difference
ONE PAW AT A TIME!

BLACK CATS DON’T GET ADOPTED,
AND OTHER MYTHS
By Jean Clement, Writer & Copy Editor
Black cats are bad luck.
Turn your back on a black cat and you’ll be cursed.
Witches can take the form of black cats. (The Pilgrims considered
black cats demonic and anyone caught with a black cat was punished,
or killed.)
A black cat on the bed of an ill person will bring death.
Black cats are the least likely to be adopted at animal shelters.
Myth…myth…myth…myth…and MYTH.

SOME INTERESTING
FACTS ABOUT
BLACK CATS
• The Cat Fanciers’ Association recognizes 22 breeds
that can have black coats.
• All black fur is slightly more common in male cats
than females.
• Black cats have a recessive gene that suppresses the
tabby pattern, believed to be the original color pattern
of domesticated cats.

Surely, there are personnel at animal shelters and rescues who insist
that black cats, and black dogs, are harder to get adopted than any
other colors and patterns. However, a study conducted in 2015 by
Priceonomics, a San Francisco-based data content company, debunks
this “myth.”

• Black cats’ coats may be coal black or have a hint of
brown, rust or gray, as well as a faint tabby pattern.

Their study looked at 14 regions of the U.S. and 300,000 cats and
dogs available for adoption. Black cats comprised 31 percent of cat
adoptions. Actually, it was the black-and-white, or tuxedo, cats who
were among the least adopted.

• Researchers at the National
Institutes of Health
discovered the genetic
mutation that causes cats to
have black coats protects
them from certain diseases.

Reasons given for black cats not being adopted, in addition to being
considered bad luck or evil, are that they’re a boring color and are less
playful, less friendly, and harder to photograph as compared with cats
of other colors or multiple colors.
According to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA), there are more black cats in the feline population
than any other color because genes that cause the black color are
the most dominant. So, it’s a numbers game: more black cats in
existence means more black cats in shelters. Even with 31 percent
being adopted that still would leave a higher population of black cats
languishing in shelters waiting for their forever homes.

• Their high melanin
pigment causes most black
cats to have yellow eyes.

Joplin Humane Society Animal Adoption & Resource Center

AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION
LEDA
EDOB: 8/19
Female DSH

So, forget about the myths. When you decide to adopt a feline, take a
look at black cats, give them a chance to show you their personalities.
What’s more, think of the shedding factor. If you have a penchant for
wearing black or dark-colored clothes, a black-furred cat is for you!
Writer’s note: I have fostered many black kittens over the years,
from feral Maine Coon mixes to somebody’s unwanted litter of
Domestic Shorthairs. I find them to be as friendly, lovable and
playful as other colors and patterns of kittens I’ve fostered.

Leda is a proper lady, very playful, and
extremely affectionate once she gets to
know you. She is in foster with kids, dogs,
and cats ready for your home.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERs AND ADVERTISERS
THANK YOU to our vets who make it possible to give these
adoptable pets a second chance at life.
Animal Dermatology Group-Ontario
Arlington Animal Hospital
All Paws Animal Hospital
Centennial Animal Hospital
Eye Care for Animals-Upland
Lincoln Plaza Veterinary Clinic

Ontario Spay & Neuter
Pedley Square Veterinary Hospital
Riverside Cat Hospital
Southern California Veterinary Hospital-Irvine
Victoria Animal Hospital

BECOME A WET NOSE NEWS ADVERTISER

Please contact:
Elaine van Beek | marketing@fosterarmy.org | (951) 222-2104
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DONORS IN MEMORY OF PETS
DONOR
PET
Jim & Marie Armstrong
Pepper Mirnn
Susan Cortez
Holly Cortez
Geoff & Leslie Holzrichter
Dana Zich
Geoff & Leslie Holzrichter
Rachel Zich
Rita Kaye
Bailey
Dick & Bonnie Kirby
Chloe Bennett
George & Sherry Oldfield Dolby Hutchinson
George & Sherry Oldfield
Aspen Kaenel
George & Sherry Oldfield
Max Zimmer
Betty Pickard
Angel
DONORS IN MEMORY OF PERSON
DONOR
PERSON
Penny Downs
Patty Percell
Janet Elmore
Patty Percell
Ruth Fishlinger
Patty Percell
Susan Hannibal
Shoshana Gore
Lyn Jordan
Patty Percell
Dick & Bonnie Kirby
Patty Percell
Dick & Bonnie Kirby
Jerry Poteet
Louis Legg
Billy Rockswold
Maureen Ochi
Shoshana Gore
Sherry Oldfield
Dan Corley
Sherry Oldfield
Ivan Hinerman
Friends of Thom Palmer
Thom Palmer
Bob Percell
Patty Percell
Doug Percell
Patty Percell
Mark Percell
Patty Percell
Rusty Percell
Patty Percell
Donald & Kathleen Ranney Douglas Gordon Ranney
Bob & Karen Rohlf
Brenda Bateman
Julieta Santos
Shoshana Gore
Shelley Tennies
Shoshana Gore

Loving
Memory
Of

Brenda Bateman
1939 – 2019

Brenda Bateman was one of Foster Army Animal Rescue
(FAAR) first volunteers, and was instrumental in the
establishment of FAAR. She was an original board member, a
foster, a donor, a leader, and an inspiration. She brought light
into the world of all those who knew her. She is missed by
all as she takes care of the pets that have previously crossed
Rainbow Bridge waiting for us.

Please support the businesses that
support our mission of making
Riverside a safe haven for pets!

∫

Andrew Cruz Photography
Anytime Blinds & Shutters
Ambergate Escrow Inc.
Blaze Pizza – Riverside Plaza
California Pizza Kitchen – Riverside Plaza
Chipotle Mexican Grill – Riverside Plaza
Dene & Vivien Olsen – LOV Photography
Disney Worldwide Services
Gil & Kelly Vela – Dos Velas Images
The Habit Burger Grill – Riverside Plaza
Kahoots – Chino Hills
Kohl’s
Marie Callender’s – Riverside
Maddilicious Café – Mission Grove Shopping Center
Pier 76 Fish Grill – Riverside Plaza
Promotional Design Group
Riverside Community Flower Show & Garden Tour
Rock & Brews – Corona
Universalist Unitarian Church of Riverside
West Coast Dental – Riverside
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOSTER ARMY ANIMAL RESCUE
& THRIFT STORE – FORT FURRY
3711 Central Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
(951) 222-2104

KAHOOTS PET STORE
4200 Chino Hills Pkwy., Suite 740
Chino Hills, CA 91709
(909) 606-9567

JANUARY 4, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 16, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

JANUARY 5, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

FEBRUARY 22, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

JANUARY 11, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 23, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

JANUARY 12, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 29, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

JANUARY 18, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 1, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

JANUARY 19, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

MARCH 7, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

JANUARY 25, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 8, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

JANUARY 26, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 14, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 1, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 15, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

FEBRUARY 2, Sunday 11:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Kahoots Pet Store

MARCH 21, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 8, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 22, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 9, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 28, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

FEBRUARY 15, Saturday 10:00 – 2:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

MARCH 29, Sunday 10:00 – 4:00
Adoption Event – Fort Furry

!

